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RETROSPECTIVE ACTIVITIES, v. 4.0

END OF PROJECT & CUSTOM RETROSPECTIVE ACTIVITIES
Sense of the Room – Feelings and Needs
Each One Meets All
Motivation & Safety
Describe Your Project
Project Human Socio-gram
Writing Project History –Timeline Creation
Reading Project History – Timeline Analysis
Locating Project Strengths
Deep DialogApples to Apples
Sit Right Down and Write a Letter
The Wall
Inner Circle-Outer Circle
Defining the Deliverables
Designing the Future
Temperature Check
Celebration Card

INTERIM/ITERATION & MILESTONE RETROSPECTIVE ACTIVITIES
Temperature Check
Celebration Card
Describe Your Project
Deep Dialog
Writing Project History –Timeline Creation
Reading Project History – Timeline Analysis
Quick Project Review
Start, Stop, Continue, More of, Less of Wheel
Apples to Apples
Short Subjects

MORE ACTIVITIES AND COMMENTS ABOUT FACILITATION
Win As Much As You Can
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EXTENDED DESCRIPTIONS

Title: Sense of the Room - Retrospectives Icebreaker – Feelings and Needs
Length of Time: 20-30 minutes depending on group size
Use: can be used as a readying exercise in heartbeat or end of project retrospectives or in
retrospective facilitator training to create a sense of safety or to discover the “tone” of the group.
Short Description: An exercise to use early in a retrospective to get participants “stretched” into
thinking about context, self, and team interactions, as well as technical issues.
Process: Participants sit in a large circle. Facilitator hands out blank index cards in two colors
(e.g. blue and purple), one of each to each participant. Facilitator displays a poster with example
words that describe feelings. Participants write a word or words on the purple card that describes
how they feel about the project, how they feel about attending the retrospective, or how they feel
about attending the retrospective facilitators’ workshop (depending on use). After the feelings
card is completed, participants place the completed card in one pile on the floor in the middle of
the circle. Next, the facilitator displays a poster with example words that describe needs.
Participants write a word or words on the blue card that describes what needs they still have
about the project, or what they need from the retrospective, or from the retrospective facilitators’
training.  After the needs cards are completed, participants place those cards in a second pile on
the floor. The Facilitator picks up the pile of feelings cards, shuffles them thoroughly, then hand
them out one to each participant. Going around the circle, a participant reads the card s/he holds.
The facilitator records that feeling on a flip chart, asks whether others are holding similar cards
and notes on the chart the frequency of that feeling within the group. The next participant around
the circle with a new feeling reads the card s/he holds. The process is repeated until all the
feelings present have been recorded and the frequency noted. Then the Facilitator picks up the
needs cards, shuffles them, and follows the same process.
Source:  Diana Larsen, FutureWorks Consulting

Title:  Each One Meets All
Use: When retrospective participants do not know each other well (e.g., a long project with
significant turnover) or when they will have to give each other personal feedback.
Length of Time: The length of time depends on the action that each pair of participants has to
do. To calculate the length you have to multiply the time you estimate for one pair action by the
number of participants minus one, plus the number of breaks for each participant, that occur with
awkward numbers of participants. Additional you have to add the time it takes to build the chair
circles.  Time = (participants-1+breaks x pair action time) + build circle times
Short Description: The method ensures that each participant meets and interacts with every
other participant. I use this method when each participant shall give personal feedback to every
other participant.
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Process:
Preparation:
Build an inner circle and an outer circle with the chairs, in the following way: Each chair of the
inner circle builds a pair with one chair of the outer circle. The outer circle looks at the center of
the circle. The inner circle looks at the outside of the circle. So when the participants sit down,
each participant of the inner circle faces exactly one partner of the outer circle.
Execution:
Start the first pair action, e.g. the inner circle gives feedback to the outer circle and vice versa.
After the first pair action is finished, the participants of the outer circle change their places one
chair to the right. This is repeated as long as everybody meets his first partner again. Now each
member of the inner circle met everybody of the outer circle.
Now the group is divided into the group of the inner circle and the group of the outer circle. Each
of these two groups builds inner and outer circles in the same way, as the first inner and outer
circle was built. From now everything happens recursive: Pair actions, change places, split the
groups after each member of the inner circle has met everybody of the outer circle and so on.
At the end you have groups of two or three partners. If it is a pairs you need just one last pair
action. If it is groups of three partners you still need three rounds of pair actions, each with one
of the three having a break.
Facilitators’ note: If the beginning number of participants is odd, you have to add one empty
chair in the first circle. This can happen in every iteration of splitting the group into new circles.
Out of this you can see, that the method works better with specific numbers of participants and it
works bad with other numbers. You should consider this always before you use this method.
Materials:  One chair for each participant.
Variations: Can also be accomplished while standing in circles.
Resources: No resources
Source: Frowin Fatjak, Siemens-Austria

Title: Motivation & Safety
Use: 1) Could be used in any kind of retrospective. 2) Readying Phase. 3) To understand the
climate of the group and let the group understand it as well
Length of Time: About 15 minutes to explain and run. Another 5-10 minutes to debrief. Longer
if you discover either safety or motivation or both are a problem with the group. Then follow on
with defining groundrules for safety.
Short Description: An activity to use early in a retrospective to discover both how safe
participants feel to contribute and how motivated they are to make a change.
Materials: Blank index cards for voting ballots, Flip charts with prepared grid and keys. Dots to
mark votes.
Process: (Longer description with Instructions for the facilitator)
Prepare three flip charts:
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#1 Motivation -  With the following statements 1) I really want to learn from our successes and
setbacks; 2) I’d like to see whether there is something in this for me; 3) I appreciate the chance to
be out of the office; 4) I have to be here but I’d rather be somewhere else instead
#2 Safety – A) I will talk openly about anything; B) I will discuss most things; C) I will talk
about some things and keep others to myself; D) I’m not going to say much and will hope that
others bring up all the issues; E) I’ll agree with whatever is said and keep my real thoughts to
myself.
3# Grid – Title at top “Motivation & Safety, How prepared are we to do this work?  Grid with
two axes: numbers up the side, letters across the bottom.
Hand out blank cards or slips of paper to the participants. Ask each to write a letter and a number
that reflects how they are approaching the retrospective. Collect the papers and shuffle them. Ask
someone to assist by placing dots on the grid as facilitator reads out the “ballots.” When all dots
are placed, carefully save votes in your pocket (and dispose later).
To Debrief: Ask: 1) What do you see on the grid? 2) How ready is the group to work?  3) What
would it take to get ready?
If the group is ready to work, follow this with an exercise in “How can we make this
retrospective fail?” Agree not to do those things.
If the group is not ready to work, follow this with an exercise of creating groundrules that will
help increase motivation and safety. Followed by another vote.
Variations: Creating Safety from Norm’s book
Resources: Contributed by: Participants in Siemens-PSE Workshop, Rust, Austria, May 2004.
Example photos below.
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Title: Describe your project
Use: For all kinds of retros at the beginning: Useful as an icebreaker or to get a first view on how
people feel.
Length of Time: 15 minutes for a group of 15 people, shorter for smaller groups
Short Description: Ask the participants to describe their project with one adjective with a given
first letter.
Materials:  For each person a sheet of paper and a marker..
Process: On each paper write one of the project name letters; e.g., if the project name is HANSI,
you have five sheets of paper, one with H, one with A,.... written on it. If there are more people
than letters in the project name double the letters.
Ask the participants to describe the project with one adjective with the given first letter. Hand
out the prepared sheets and the markers. Tell them to work on their own and not to talk to the
others.
Make sure, that the first letters are not in the same order as in the project title when you hand it
out so that the participants don`t (easily) recognize that they build the project title.
When everybody has finished, ask them to report their adjectives - now you ask them in the right
order of the letters - and to put their sheets of paper on a pinboard.
Afterwards ask them: "What do you think about the result of this exercise?" and write the
answers on a flip chart paper.
Variations: If it is a large group, let them work in pairs or little groups
Source: Sieglinde Hinger, Siemens-Austria
Resources: See photo.
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Title: Temperature Check
Length of Time: 30 minutes to 1 hour depending on size and state of group
Use: As a stand-alone process for an iteration retrospective, or as starting or closing exercise for
a longer retrospective or a single day of a retrospective.
Short Description: An exercise that gets team members looking at the issues and includes and
goes beyond technical issues to reflection on the project as a whole system, including the human
side.
Process:  The Facilitator displays a poster with the words: “appreciations, complaints with
recommendations, puzzles, new information, and hopes & wishes” written on it.  The Facilitator
sets up the activity with comments about each of the five categories, expectations for
participation (only if one wants to, no comments on anyone else’s contribution) and allowing
silence. Facilitator demonstrates the appropriate way to offer appreciations “<name>, I
appreciate you for <….>”, holding hands, looking directly at person. Appreciations are offered.
Facilitator allows silence to make sure all appreciations are complete. Facilitator reiterates that
complaints must come with recommendations, and that no comments on the complaint are
allowed. Facilitator charts complaints. Facilitator defines puzzles as those things we still don’t
understand that we are curious about. Facilitator charts puzzles. Facilitator asks for any new
information. Participants offer any information they feel may be relevant to the group. Facilitator
charts items, as appropriate. Facilitator defines the scope of hopes and wishes (e.g. for this
project, for the future of the group, for the organization, etc.) and requests that participants share
their hopes and wishes. Facilitator allows silence to make sure that all hopes and wishes are
elicited.
Variation: May also include an option for Apologies after Appreciations.
Source: Various

Title: Celebration Card  (a.k.a, Personal Close; Personal Debrief )
Use: Milestone, Interim, End of Project. Obtain direct and specific positive feedback from
other team members about each person’s contribution to the project, iteration or milestone. If
used for interim retrospective, use this activity after a major milestone or important iteration.
Length of Time: 45 minutes for larger groups 16 or more, 30 minutes for smaller groups.
Short Description: This activity involves each person writing a brief note of appreciation on a
large index card (e.g. 4x8.5 inches) for each other team member. Cards are rotated around the
room. At the end, several of the comments are read aloud by a colleague. at the end, each person
has their celebration card, a gift of appreciation from the team.
Materials: Poster words for the reader to say after cards have been written on (see step 6)
Process: Introduce this exercise as a way to close [project, iteration] in a personal and
individualized manner. Read through the steps as they are executed
1. Put your name on a corner large index card.  Pass it to your left.
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2. Write a 5-25 word note on the card highlighting the UNIQUE ROLE or CONTRIBUTION
that the person whose name is on the card made to the [project, iteration, milestone, etc].
Facilitator should allow a minute of writing and call out “rotate”.

3. Pass the card to your left.
4. Repeat step #2.
5. Continue until you have received and written on the card of the person sitting to your left.
6. Conduct the following in a round robin fashion, in any order: Ask each person to hold the

card and turn to the person to your left and say the following:  "[name], we celebrate and
appreciate your role and contributions to the [xyz project, iteration] such a:  [read 2 or of
the notes on the card]”.

7. The reader hands the card to the person to keep.
Repeat step # 6 and #7 until each team member has their card read to them in front of the group.
Source: Ellen Gottesdiener, ebg consulting

Title: Locating Project Strengths
Length of Time: 120-180 minutes depending on group size (12 -
Use: In an end-of-project retrospectives when the project community needs to: a) build on the
strengths of a successful project, or b) balance the view of a disappointing project.
Short Description: Find opportunities to strengthen the team though investigating the sources
and circumstances that create best practices in a project and identifying the factors that energize
and make project work worthwhile to the team members.
Prework: Facilitator interviews members of the project community to discover theme areas of
important project strengths and writes new interview protocol for the group to use during the
retrospective.
Process: Facilitator explains process and gives guidelines for interviewing. In cross-functional
pairs, project community members interview each other following an appreciative inquiry
protocol. (approx. 60 minutes) Three or four pairs cluster together to form small groups and
debrief their interviews (approx. 30 minutes), seeking specific ideas for building on current
strengths in the project community for future projects. Each idea is written on a large index card.
(approx. 30 minutes). Small groups report out ideas and post cards on wall or floor. Whole group
(or small group representatives) affinity sort cards into clusters of similar ideas. (15 minutes)
Cluster groups form composed of participants with a desire to work on further defining and
implementing steps for building on cluster strengths. (30 minutes) Cluster groups report. (15
minutes.)
Source: Diana Larsen, FutureWorks Consulting

Title: Apples to Apples
Use: Can be used in iteration, milestone or project retrospectives to create the bridge from
history to present. Best used after creating the time line, before starting digging for gold. Apples
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to apples focuses the participants already towards the gold, but because it's the game, people
relax a bit after the hard and difficult work of the time line. Also can be used as a refresher on the
second day of a multi-day retrospective.
Length of Time:  Depends on the number of participants. I wouldn't allow much more than 1
hour.
Short Description: The game is based on the published card game "Apples-to-Apples." The goal
of the game is to let players express their feelings about a project that they worked on, and to cull
the best ideas for the next phase of the project.
Materials: Index cards for the participants (at least 9 for everybody). Prepared quality cards (it's
good if they're different colored than the cards for the participants). (Optional - A price for the
winner.)
Process:  As the game begins the facilitator asks the players to write 1-3 index cards with things
to stop doing; then 1-3 cards with things to start doing; then 1-3 cards on things to keep doing.
Players are advised that they will benefit from writing more cards. The facilitator prepares in
advance a set of "quality" cards on a different color index card. With one word on each card,
these cards have the words: Fun, On Time, Clear, Meaningful, Affordable, Integrated,
Educational, Talented, Smooth, Cool, Speedy, Collaborative, Awesome, Trustworthy,
Dangerous, Frustrating, Creepy, Nasty. The team stands around a table to play the game. The
facilitator selects one person to be the first "judge." The judge chooses at random and turns over
a quality card. The other players choose from their hand the card that most closely matches the
quality card and put it face down on the table. The last player to put down a card is disqualified
and must retract his or her card (a nice bit of mechanics from the "Apples to Apples" game). The
judge turns over the cards and reads them. He or she chooses the card that best matches the
quality card; the author of that card wins and gets to keep the quality card. The role of judge
passes to the left. After 6-9 rounds the person with the most quality cards wins a prize. Players
are allowed to write new cards of their own. They may also suggest new quality cards.
Variations:
1) Another possibility could be to do it on a game board (instead of the quality cards). When an
index card is attached to a certain "quality", you could stick it to the board. This way, you would
have something persistent that you can use throughout the rest of the session.
2) You could add in "wild" cards (where people can choose their answer after they see the
question).
3) For Extreme Programming (XP) projects, you could combine these with the Industrial Logic
(www.indusriallogic.com)XP Cards. Deal the XP cards, and let people play them, in the sense of
"The way we did X embodies this quality" (so a team member might play "Planning Game" on
"frustrating" if that weeks' session went poorly, but wouldn't play "Integrations take too long" if
they didn't.)
4) The facilitator can ask in advance for “local” buzz words (e.g. bogus, awesome) that are used
as descriptors (i.e., local/organizational jargon) and incorporate those words in the quality cards.
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Resources: http://www.otb-games.com/showcase/party.html and Submitted by Jutta Eckstein
from original Adapters/Authors: Steve Metsker, Vera Peeters, Bill Wake. Further adapted by
Diana Larsen.

Title: Sit right down and write a letter!
Use: Best suited for any kind of retro where the group members realizes that they will not be
involved in the next phase of the project. It’s appropriate for planning for the future since, as far
as the group is concerned, there is no future.
Length of Time: It takes only a few minutes to describe the exercise. The group may spend 5-15
minutes depending on how much they want to tell the future project participants.
Short Description: It’s difficult to involve a group in learning from their project experiences if
they know that the work is going to be handed over to another team, outsourced at the end of the
current development phase, for example. This exercise enables the group to think of the future
developers as individuals who are equally affected by high-level organizational decisions and
will be facing real struggles as they inherit a development assignment with no one to turn to for
help.
Materials: The letters can be written on cards or paper. If there is a way to collect electronic
files, that could also be done.
Process: You might want to prepare the group from the beginning for the letter writing exercise,
otherwise, there is a sense of “why bother” when there is to be no connection between the current
developers and those who will carry on. As the group considers what they will say in their letters
and then actually writes the letters, their attitudes turn from disinterest to real concern for those
who will receive and read what they have to say.
Variations: This exercise reminds me of the “hopes and wishes” I ask participants to write at the
end of a retrospective. These are usually captured on index cards and sealed in a “time capsule”
to be read at an appropriate time in the future.
Source: Linda Rising

Title: The Wall
Length of Time: About an hour
Use: In a project retrospective, before or instead of creating a timeline.
Short Description: When a team feels that there is a smoking gun, exploring just how complex
the project is (e.g. marking pressures engineering to add more features, or engineering says it can
do this more efficiently, but can't achieve the second goal) may help them realize that no one
person lead to the failure.
Materials: butcher paper and markers
Process: Cover a large wall with blank paper and ask everyone to map out the feedback
relationships.  For example, balancing work and family would include issues like expectations
self and corporate, responsibility, driving distance, career goal, personal income needs, etc.
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Then you draw the links, e.g. distance to work affects time with family.  By the end, the wall will
be covered with loops, and everyone will feel overwhelmed.  Most people realize that no one
person can possibly solve the problem  (Note: some people will claim that it's meaningless or
feel that with enough time they can solve it.  For most, they realize just how complex it is.)
Note: At a Donella Medows workshop in 1970 on Third World malnutrition a number of experts
did this including factors as diverse as economics, politics, cultural values and international
trade.  Finally someone in the audience said, "All my life I assumed that somebody, somewhere,
knew the answer to this problem.  I thought politicians knew what had to be done, but refused to
do it out of politics and greed.  But now I realize that nobody knows the answer.  Not us, not
them, not anybody."  Most people grow up in authoritarian environments where someone
(parents, teachers) have the answer, and so we expect that our boss does, too.
Resources: Submitted by Mark A. Herschberg, taken from The Fifth Discipline by Peter Senge.

Title: Project Human Socio-gram
Length of Time: 15-30 minutes depending on number of participants
Use: To form affinity groups for small group work
Short description: Project team members replicate a model of the working interactions on their
project and analyze whether the actual matches the expected model.
Process: Facilitator asks participants to stand up and walk around until they are nearest to the
people they worked most closely with and further away from those they worked less closely
with. Participants move around looking for colleagues to stand near. Facilitator watches for
group mingling to slow down, and when it seems still, asks everyone to look around at where
others are standing and check on whether the socio-gram seems accurate. Facilitator asks for any
observations about the socio-gram. Does it imply anything about the project?  Facilitator leads
discussion. After debriefing, Facilitator forms small groups with folks who are standing closest
together.
Source: Diana Larsen, FutureWorks Consulting

Title: Writing Project History -Timeline Creation
Length of Time: 1 hour for interim/iteration retrospectives or 2-2.5 hours for end of project
retrospective
Use: In interim or end of project retrospective to stimulate reflection on the project
Short Description: Project team members develop a detailed description of the evolution of the
project over time that includes all perspectives, stimulates reflection on the project and prepares
the team for timeline analysis.
Prework: Facilitator gathers dates of overall project length, any important project milestones
(small releases, betas, changes in management, changes in project direction, etc.) that occurred,
etc. Facilitator creates a 30’-60’x 48”-66” wall space with paper rolls, and marks off time spans
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(days, weeks, months, quarters) that relate to the project to date. Facilitator adds cards in
appropriate spaces for important project milestones.
Process: Participants sit together in affinity small groups. Facilitator displays poster with index
cards in six colors – white, red, green, yellow, blue, purple. Each card has a label written on it:
Write = Staffing Changes; Red = Mad, Sad, Bad; Green = Satisfied, Successful, Energetic;
Yellow = Cautious, Confused; Blue = Challenged; Purple = Happy, Fun, Humorous, Surprised.
Facilitator gives each group a stack of cards in all colors and a roll of Scotch Removable Magic
Tape. As a first step, the Facilitator asks everyone to take a white card and write their name on it
and the date they joined the project, and, if applicable another card with their name and the date
they left the project. Next, make white cards for anyone from the project team who is not present.
Post all the white cards on the timeline with small strips of removable tape.

Then the Facilitator instructs the groups to identify significant events that occurred during the
project one per card with the date of its occurrence. This is an inclusion activity, include all
events that anyone proposes as significant. Write the events on the color cards that correspond to
the Feelings that were present during the occurrence. Allow an ample amount of time for writing
the cards – often one to two hours for an end of project retrospective. At the end of the writing
time, direct the groups to post their cards in the appropriate places along the timeline. When all
the cards are posted, invite everyone to walk the timeline to see what strikes them. Allow some
time to pass, e.g., lunch break, dinner break, overnight, before analysis.
Source: Norman L. Kerth, Project Retrospectives and Team Reviews

Title: Reading Project History – Timeline Analysis
Length of Time: 1 hour to 2 hours or more depending on size of group, length of project and
type of retrospective
Use: To gain the learning from the timeline exercise
Short Description: Following on from the activity “Writing Project History – Timeline
Creation”, in this activity team members analyze the implications of an overall view of the
project evolution, including significant events, important threads of activity, and the connections
between seemingly unrelated instances. Team members examine questions such as: what worked
well and what do we want to do differently?
Prework: Facilitator sets up six flip charts, each labeled with one of the following questions –
What worked well that we don’t want to forget? What did we learn? What will we do differently
next time? What still puzzles us? What do we need to discuss in greater detail? What is
important, but doesn’t fit on another chart?
Process: Facilitator asks for six volunteers to act as scribes for the flip charts. Going through the
timeline section by section, the facilitator asks: What card jumps out at you as the most
significant? What card most surprises you? What card or cards don’t you understand? What
cards should we discuss next? Is there another card that suggests this topic from another point of
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view? Do you see any patterns emerging among the cards? What are the implications of those
patterns?  At what points during the project was job satisfaction the highest? Why? When was
job satisfaction the lowest? Why? What do you make of the red cards? Green cards? Yellow?
Blue? Purple? Are there threads that continue through the timeline? What are the implications of
those threads? What was happening here? Etc.
Facilitator uses the questions to stimulate discussion and lets the discussion take its normal
course. The Facilitator helps to identify and formulate statements to add to the flip charts.
Variations: Alternative titles for the flip charts might include the traditional SWOT – Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats; or, the more appreciative approach of SOAR –
Strengths, Opportunities, Aspirations and Results. Another set of titles are: Internal Strengths to
Capitalize On, External Strengths to Capitalize On, Internal Vulnerabilities to Address, External
Vulnerabilities to Address.
Source: Norman L. Kerth, Project Retrospectives and Team Reviews; alternatives contributed
from members of the Appreciative Inquiry Listserv.

Title: Inner Circle - Outer Circle (Variation of Fishbowl discussion format)
Use: Debriefing phase at the end of a 1/2/3 day retro to enter in a dialog between participants and
managers.
Length of Time:  At least 1 hour; 10 minute explanation, set up, preparation and more than 45
minutes work on the topic
Short Description:  Let project management team get involved and get to results (and action
plans) faster than with a large group in plenum. Build an inner circle with the managers who
have not been part of the retrospective so far.  (They should be coarsely briefed about the
workshop output so far. ) Create an outer circle with the rest of the participants. Output
responsibility is with the inner circle, the outer circle members have a limited input channel.
Materials:  Chairs, Flipchart easel or Pinwall, pens, crayons,
Process: Set up an inner circle of chairs equal to the number of management team members plus
two additional free chairs. The inner circle gets a concrete job. They are in charge to produce
concrete output (e.g. a flip or pinwall) in response to specific tasks. Typical tasks are:
"Prioritizing the suggested ideas for action items to be put into practice" or "Based on the ideas
proposed by the team, what do we come up with to be done by management". Everyone else
sitting in the outer circle has the right to take one of the two free seats for a short statement only!
It might be an observation, data, a request, ... Important is that only questions for clarifications
are allowed and that after that one returns to the outer circle.
The facilitator’s challenge is to explain the rules and reasons of the setting clearly and to insist
on the rules in the beginning. Experience shows that after that phase the thing runs smoothly in
most cases. Signaling how much time is left, maybe compromising on how long it can take leads
to more concrete discussions and output. Afterwards a plenum check what people think about the
output and what they saw going on is often helpful.
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This is a challenging task for managers in front of their people! Tell them beforehand that this is
planned and get the ok of all of them. It is also a very powerful method to demonstrate the
managers’ teamwork and the leverage of their work performance on the teams daily life.
Variations:  Many. The basic idea is to focus on part of the group being active and responsible
for output and the rest having a fair chance to influence.
Resources:
Source: Gerhard Ackermann, Siemens-Austria

Title: Deep Dialog  (a.k.a., Inquiry; Reflection)
Use:  Any Type of Retro. History or Present. Explore a puzzle; debrief a project, project iteration
or phase that encountered some curiosity or puzzle, examine team problems; bring a problem or
issue into the light; test assumptions; explore a topic with genuine curiosity
Length of Time: For a group of over 16 people, allow 1.5 hours; for a group of  6-12 allow 1
hour. Allow an addition 1 to 2 hours to debrief the finding or construct an action plan after the
Dialog process is completed
Short Description: This exercise should be used early in a retrospective to explore a topic or
issues (or set of issues) that may threaten the safety of team members but are critical to surface.
It permits people to get into smaller affinity groups and follow a structured process for exploring
and listening.  Be sure to allow time for a second phase, to deal with the future based on what
was learned in the dialog.
Materials: Paper, pens or pencils for taking notes. Poster paper with instructions written by the
facilitator.
Process:
1.  Facilitator starts with a general question around the problem, issue, and puzzle. (Write it in a

poster, for example: “What led us to be at this place in the project” (that’s an example of a
retrospective for a project that was in deep trouble..)

2. Ask participants to form groups of 3 or 4 with people they are “close with”. Let them form
these groups on their own. Do your best to give them no further guidance, but you should see
them look for colleagues with whom they feel safe.

3. As them to put their chairs into a circle.
4. Each group selects a “talking stick” to use, for example a marker.
5. Provide these instructions for the person who starts the inquiry (write them on a poster so

they can reference them):
- The person holding the stick starts
- She should look at the question, pause and think
- She answers the question, uncovering any assumptions she might be making. Speak from

the heart.
- She pauses, thinks
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- She poses another question on that same general topic that will deepen the discussion.
Ask a question you care about

- She passes the talking stick to the next person in the circle
- The next person repeats this same process, until all people in the small group have had

several turns. The facilitator calls time (30-60 minutes depending on group size)
5. Provide these instructions to the listeners (put on a poster for reference)
- Take notes if you like
- Do not interrupt or answer someone’s question or comment yourself
-  Practice listening

6. Follow-up with a debrief discussion or storyboarding activity which reveals what was
discovered in the subgroups. This is then typically followed with an action planning activity.

Resources: Bohm, David. On Dialogue. Routledge, 1996. Senge, Peter, Roberts, Charlotte,
Ross, Richard, Smith, Bryan, Kleiner, Art, The Fifth Discipline Fieldbook: Strategies and Tools
for Building a Learning Organization, Doubleday, 1994.
Source: Ellen Gottesdiener, ebg consulting

Title: Defining the Deliverables
Length of Time: 3-4 hours (depending on number of small group reports)
Use: In end-of-project retrospectives, participants define target innovations/changes in process
that will come out of the retrospective.
Short Description: Team members use analysis from project history and project strengths to
define and target desired innovations/changes to strengthen and improve future project
functioning.
Process: Facilitator reviews the charts from project history with particular emphasis on the
questions of what still puzzles us and what we need to discuss in greater detail. Facilitator
reviews the clusters from locating project strengths. Facilitator leads discussion of possible
criteria for greatest opportunities for creating future strong projects (urgency, low cost, do-able,
leverage point, etc.). Team members multi-vote for highest priority topics. Individuals volunteer
to convene a small group on a topic they have passion about. Team members join groups based
on interest. (open space style) Small groups complete the following tasks in one hour: 1) develop
a clear statement of topic/issue; 2) develop a statement of the opportunity offered by addressing
the topic/issue (what can be gained?), 3) identify a list of alternative courses of action, 4) develop
a 3-minute interim report to the other groups. Take a break/if there is time, go for a walk
together. Small groups reassemble complete the following tasks in one hour: 1) discuss
implications of other reports on this topic/issue, 2) refine list of alternative actions, 3) develop a
recommended course of action over which the group has control or influence (who, what, when
and needed support), 4) develop a final report to the whole group. Whole group listens to reports.
Source: Adapted by Diana Larsen from Norman L. Kerth and Various
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Title: Designing the Future
Length of Time: 1-2 hours (depending on number of small groups)
Use: At the end of an end-of-project retrospective to create an implementation plan and ensure
follow-through and commitment.
Short Description: A planning process for implementing the recommendations for ensuring
strong future projects, this activity engages team members in a process of defining the support
needed for implementation and commitments to action.
Process: After the group listens to the reports from the ‘Defining the Deliverables’ activity, new
groups are formed to develop support plans for each of the recommendations. Each small group
creates a poster to promote the adoption of the recommendation. Each small group designs a plan
for supporting the initiative of the recommendation and solicits commitments from the
appropriate parties. Brief reports.
Source: Adapted by Diana Larsen from Norman L. Kerth and Various

Title: Quick Project Review
Length of Time: 2 hours
Use: For interim or iteration retrospectives, when the group has established ground rules and is
familiar with the retrospective goals.
Short Description: Two-hour short retrospective process for experienced teams.
Process: In preparation before the meeting, the facilitator posts a dozen or more flip charts with
standard topic titles around the room. The same topic titles are used for the re-occurring
retrospectives. Topics might include: startup, strategy, planning, meetings/communication,
resources, analysis/requirements, application/architecture design, development, testing, pilot,
training, deployment,  post-implementation support, methodology, and others that fit a particular
team situation.  In addition there is a chart titled: “what were the project goals? Were the goals
achieved?”
When the meeting starts the facilitator gives a quick review of the purpose of the retrospective,
e.g. continuous improvement, organizational learning, etc. Following this any introductions that
are necessary and a review of the ground rules occurs. The Facilitator distributes sticky notes and
a handout sheet with 1-2 paragraph definitions for each of the topics. For the next 20 minutes,
individual team members write strengths and weaknesses (indicated by an S or W on the sticky
note), one per note, and post them on the charts. Team members do not need to comment on
every topic area, only those they feel need highlighting, discussion, recognition or problem-
solving. At the end of the writing period, the Facilitator reviews the charts aloud, summarizes
each one, and asks for additions or revisions. At the end of the summary, the Facilitator
announces a time for individual reflection during which each team member selects the 3-5 key
strengths and weaknesses that have been identified. The Facilitator leads a general discussion of
the collective list along with ideas for next steps to address each item. As a final deliverable, the
group identifies two groups of items: 1) Best Practices, ideas to feed to future projects, and 2)
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Management Items, immediate fixable needs for managers to take on.  The Facilitator writes and
distributes an electronic draft summary of the meeting and send out to the project team for
review. After receiving reviews and comments, the Facilitator write a final summary of the
meeting and send it out for wider distribution.
Source: Tom Messenger

Title: Start, Stop, Continue, More of, Less of Wheel (a.k.a, S, S, C, Mo, Lo)
Use:  Obtain feedback on team process in order to learn what should be continued and what
should be adjusted as the team moves forward.   Is a fast way to conduct a “meta” process
discussion.
Length of Time: 10 minutes for smaller groups to 25 minutes for larger groups. Length also
depends on the amount of time being retrospect.
Short Description: The facilitator captures team open-ended feedback using a wheel that
encourages team members to assess an iteration or milestone using 5 categories. Allow some
time following completing the “wheel” to discuss and agree on specific changes to implement.
Materials: Marker, flip chart paper.
Process:

1. Draw a circle on a poster, divide it into 5 sections and write the words “start,” “stop,”
“continue,” “more of,” and “less of” around each section (see below).

2. Ask: “What should we start doing that perhaps we haven’t done yet? What should we stop
doing, that’s not contributing or is getting in our way? What is working that we want to
continue to do? What should we do more of? Less of?”

3. Encourage comments in any category. Clarify what category the comment belongs in, and
record the comment (or summary of it) on the poster. Use silence - wait for comments.

Variations: For large groups (9 or more) doing a retrospective of a large milestone, iteration or
whole project: divide into subgroups to focus on one aspect of the iteration or project such as
testing, requirements, customer involvement, and so forth. Encourage participants to form cross-
functional subgroups (so different roles are represented in each subgroup). Each subgroup
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creates a poster, as depicted above, in eight minutes. Next, ask everyone to move around the
room, reading the various posters silently. All together in a plenary discussion, allow people to
speak additions to other wheels (and they are added to the posters). Finally, decide specific
actions to take for the next iteration, milestone, or project.
Source: Ellen Gottesdiener, ebg consulting

Title: Short Subjects
Length of Time: 30 min – 1 hour
Use: For iteration retrospectives to quickly get out perspectives on how the team is doing and
maintain interest.
Short Description: A variety of discussion formats to quickly elicit comments on a time-boxed
part of the project.
Process: The Facilitator prepares flip charts with titles for discussion, changing the titles from
iteration to iteration. As the team becomes over-familiar with one format, move on to another.
On a rotating or static basis, titles may include:

• What Worked Well/Do Differently Next Time, also known as WWWDD
• Keep/Drop/Add
• Keep Doing/Stop Doing/Start Doing (a.k.a. StoStaKee)
• Start/Stop/Stay
• Mads/Sads/Glads
• Prouds/Sorries
• Etc.

The Facilitator gives team member 3-5 minutes to reflect on the topics at hand and write down a
few notes if desired, then leads an open or round-robin brainstorming session for 10-15 minutes
or until all comments are listed on the charts that the team members think are important to note.
Remember to wait through one or two silences for the next burst of comments. When the list is
complete, the Facilitator reviews the 80/20 rule and the team identifies the 20% of the items that
they believe have the potential for the greatest benefit if addressed. The Facilitator, leads a
discussion on the 20% items. In the remaining time, the team decides how to incorporate the
successful actions and what experiments they will try to address the challenge areas. Retain the
brainstormed lists for an historical review at subsequent iteration retrospectives to help identify
areas of persistent issues.
Various Sources
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MORE ACTIVITIES AND COMMENTS ABOUT FACILITATION

Title: Win as Much As You Can (in German plural: "Gewinnt so viel ihr könnt")
Use: Project retrospectives or kick off workshops, when a group had problems with co-
operations or had been newly created; rather at the beginning (but not as a starter), afterwards
should be time for reflection and conclusions.
Length of Time: About an hour (for the game itself), includes: explanation (10 to 15 minutes),
The game (30), evaluation of scores (10); additional time for reflection should be added.
Short Description: A game similar to the Prisoner's Dilemma, where groups learn that co-
operation brings more success than to follow single (group) interests.
Materials:
200 "coins",
4 black and 4 white chips or cards for betting (colors may be different, chips are easier to hide),
a flip chart for evaluation of scores resp. documentation the groups' behavior
 (prepared with a column for each group and a row for each time betting, and the remarks for
special rules for 5th, 8th and 10th time)
4 sets of instructions (1 for each group) with the rules for win and loss (see below)
Process: You need 4 groups (at least 4 pairs) and the facilitator.  Groups form circles in the
room's corners, so that discussions within a group may not be heard by the other groups.
Every group gets 25 "coins", and a white and a black card/chip for betting.
The facilitator holds another 100 coins.
Betting is done 10 times (10 rounds).
At the beginning of each round every group decides in a one-minute discussion to bet white or
black (consent).
At facilitator's sign each group shows the white or black chip to tell their betting.
Groups loose or win according to the following rules:
1) 4 black chips were shown: every group looses 1 coin (to the facilitator)
2) 3 black and 1 white chip: white looses 3, each black wins 1
3) 2 black and 2 white chips: each white looses 1, each black wins 1
4) 1 black and 3 white chips: each white looses 1, black wins 3
5) 4 white chips: every group wins 1 coin (from the facilitator)
(The instruction, groups get at the beginning, shows only these 5 rules.)
The facilitator writes wins and losses of each group on the flipchart (1 coin = 1 score).
Special rules for the 5th, 8th and 10th round: The numbers of coins to win/loose are multipled
(5th: x3, 8th: x5, 10th: x10) and every group sends 1 delegate to the center of the room to
negotiate about the betting for this time (3 minutes); afterwards 1 further minute within the group
as usual to find the decision how to bet.
At the end the facilitator evaluates the scores, who won/lost how much.
Principle (what groups MUST NOT KNOW BEFORE PLAYING):
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It looks like betting black is an advantage (there are more possibilities to win with black), but:
If all groups always bet white, they together win all 100 coins from the facilitator.
If all groups always bet black, they together loose all 100 coins to the facilitator.
Whenever some groups bet white and others black, coins only move between the groups.
Variations: 1) Groups may bet real money: at the beginning each group pays for 50 coins (their
25 and the 25 the facilitator holds for them), e.g. 1 cent for 1 coin. At the end they get 1 cent for
each coin they own. They only get all their money back, if every group always bets white. 2) No
delegates: when each groups consists only of 2 people, both may negotiate in the special rounds
(5, 8, 10).
Source: Raimund Weisinger, Seimens-Austria


